Grasping tau.
In the present study a direct manipulation of the optical expansion pattern was carried out. What happens to the timing of the grasp movements involved in catching a ball when optical expansion information is not veridically provided? By using 2 luminescent balls of constant size and a luminescent ball that could change its diameter during flight, it was possible to manipulate the rate of optical expansion directly. The results of 2 experiments (binocular vision in Experiment 1 and monocular vision in Experiment 2) showed that the time of the maximal closing velocity of the hand--which conforms to the prediction if Ss use retinal expansion information--was later for the deflating ball than for the balls of constant size. Adjustments to the aperture of the hand in response to the different ball sizes, especially the adjustment of the hand to the deflating ball (even though Ss were not aware that the ball was deflating during its approach), point to a finely attuned perception-action coupling.